Post-Brexit: Divorce completed…still friends?
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Brexit: Conclusions & Reflections
 Finally – a Brexit deal! A new era – will it be a success story?
 Services not included – will have to be addressed
 The proximity will force the UK & EU to work closely together
 Negative impact remains on GDP – GBP trades with 10% premium
 EU more likely to enhance integration when focus turns towards
the EU rather than the breakup with UK
 Three different dimensions of uncertainty for the UK
1. New agreements/deals with the EU & the rest of the world – if and when?
2. What’s the UK & London aiming for? 3. New “Brexit” events (= black swans)
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The Brexit basic trade deal
No tariffs, same standards, mutual start
for future collaboration
What were the sticking points?
1. Fishing rights (tiny part of the both sides’
economy – more important for France)
2. Level playing field for businesses
(regulations, state aid/subsidies, etc)
3. Resolving disputes (power to retaliate should
the other side to break the rules)
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EU & UK (new) post-Brexit trade relations
Visible borders
Customs checks
Shortages
Buyer & seller
strength?
UK one-two punch
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Goods declaration
Services not included
Absence of UK production
Shortage or expensive trade
Substitution of suppliers
key in economic impact
Covid-19 added to new less
flexible trade relations
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$1,000bn EU-UK trade still exists
Proximity

With few exceptions countries
trade with their neighbours

Exchange

Common urge to trade

Other than goods
& services
The future…?
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Co-operation in science, peace,
Interpol may be affected
Bad experiences can open
up for changes …
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Trade obstacles reamin
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Trade obstacles
1. UK leaving EU Single Market access
2. Non-tariff barriers (paper work/customs
checks) negative impact on trade
3. Perhaps the best possible deal
4. UK give fishing rights in order to gain
some access to EU trade block
5. Higher inflation in UK
6. Financial service – can UK firms
operate in the EU?
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UK: At a critical juncture
GDP growth curves
US, euro area and UK. GDP level







Worst GDP drop in >300 years
Uphill battle for the recovery
Minus 0.3/0.6pp/annum (FTA/WTO)
Public spending supports
Monetary policy to focus on
financial stability
Forecast
GDP
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$1,000bn worth of EU-UK trade with tariffs
Impact*) from WTO scenario vs EU-like scenario – 7 studies (source: ECB)





*) Percentage point of
GDP/welfare deviation
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Large deviation
between studies
depending on
assumptions, future
policy action etc.
Large differences in
tariffs depending on
commodity
Same distribution in
FTA, but not as large
impact.
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What happens now?


Is this it?
- Implementation to set new relationship, but
we believe further integration will come at a
later stage
- Economic impact, political prestige decisive



Near-term GDP shock:
- Initial drop by 1.5-2% (BoE, OBR)



Inflationary pressure to rise
- Higher costs, weaker GBP
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Is a “Canada-style” an option?
 Ceta: Comprehensive Economic &
Trade Agreement
 Cuts 98% of all tariffs and protects
goods
 EU & Canadian firms:
- can bid for public contracts
- can trade services

 Proximity requires more detailed
agreement
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UK: Political trends – a divided country
 Divided country, divided people, divided Parliament
 Brexit referendum 2016: “Leave” 52%, “Remain” 48%
 If there was another referendum today…(Nov 28)
“Leave” 40%, “Remain” 47%
 General election December 2019 – seats in Parliament
650 seats = CON 365; LAB 203; SNP 48; LD 11; DUP 8; OTHER 15

 PM Boris Johnson’s approval rating (Dec 4)
“Approve” 46%, “Disapprove” 54%

 Scotland: Potential second independence referendum
Polls: “Yes” 50%, “No” 41%
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Policy implications – fiscal policy
Trade deal vs WTO scenario
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•

Any thoughts of rebalancing deficit
via higher taxes counteract the need
to step up competitiveness on top of
a likely large GBP decline

•

Key challenge: Enhance competitiveness (stronger productivity growth)
without disturbing peer relationships
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UK: Saving deficits for many years…
Dependent on foreign capital
Current account balance. Per cent of GDP
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Policy implications – monetary policy
Central bank securities purchases

•

2020. Per cent of GDP

Asset purchases

Budget deficits

•

Euro area Japan
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•
UK

US

Sweden

QE programme: £895bn
875bn gilts, 20bn corp.bonds
Likely to be increased
Policy rate: 0.10%
Negative rates are discussed but
negative side effects (impact on
banking sector)
Fiscal policy is seen as tool to
support the recovery and reallocation processes
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Sterling is undervalued but by how much…?
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Our model shows EUR/GBP trading at a 10% premium. However: 1) external Source:
fundamentals
are likely to
deteriorate as UK leaves its main trading partner; 2) REER index is close to historical average which calls
for a more neutral view on sterling valuation -> downside risk in GBP/SEK (currently trading 11.00-11.70)
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Sterling is undervalued…
Policy rates & GBP/SEK

 0.10%
0.00% 
Negative
rate?

Per cent & kronor
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Brexit and the equity market
 In local currencies, MSCI UK has
moved in par with MSCI Europe since
2017
 Underperformance in common currency
terms is the effect of weak GBP
 UK is an underweight position (Fund
Manager Survey) among investors
 Brexit is discounted, a hard Brexit is not
International UK companies should have a
stronger position than domestic ones if we end
up in a hard Brexit
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Swedish export to the UK
Swedish goods export



Some sectors more dependent than
others…



Tourism will be affected by longer
queues, less flexibility in purchases, but
willingness to visit UK won’t change



… BUT lack of alternative from the UK
side will mean Sweden remains in a
good position
Forestry/timber products, refineries
Trucks and lorries

Share in per cent
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This report is produced by SEB for institutional investors only. All information has been compiled in good faith from sources believed to be reliable. However, no representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness. No liability is accepted for any direct or consequential loss
resulting from reliance on this document. Changes may be made to
opinions or information contained herein without notice. The report is
the intellectual property of the bank. Quoting from, referring to, altering
or editing in parts or in its entirety of the report is not allowed without the
prior written consent of the bank. This material does not constitute investment advice and is being provided to you without regard to your investment objectives or circumstances. SEB, its affiliates or employees
may buy or sell, hold long or short positions in, or act as principal in, the
financial instruments referred to herein or may from time to time perform
or seek to perform investment banking or other services to the companies
mentioned herein. For more information see
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For more
research material,
see sebgroup.com

Thank you!
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